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Subject Lines: First Impressions Count 
 

  



 

 
 

A Crucial Variable in Email Campaigns 

 

One of the key factors in email marketing performance--from open rate to click-through--is 

the subject lines that are used in a campaign. The subject line is the first impression that a 

recipient gets of what an email is about, along with a continued impression of what a 

company is like: the brand’s personality, priorities, sense of humor (or lack thereof) and 

more. A good subject line intrigues email recipient in some way, generating interest and 

engagement to get them to open the email and see what it says.  

Because of how important this variable is, subject lines have become the target for any 

number of industry-related conversations and advancements; email platforms like Google 

and Yahoo use subject line keywords to determine whether an email is likely to be spam, 

experts wax philosophical about what makes a winning subject line, and a flood of 

infographics, lectures, and more have been generated over the years to explain the art and 

science of developing the best possible subject line for any campaign.  

While there is no such thing as a foolproof method--there are some subject lines that, in 

spite of being well-developed and crafted with care, just don’t land the way you want--

there are a few practical steps and guidelines that brands and marketers can count on to 

give themselves the greatest success, with science behind them. Email marketing is an 

industry that is nothing if not obsessed with data; so there is plenty to look over and 

review, and a great deal to be gleaned from the information at hand.  

In this report, we’ll look at subject lines in an in-depth manner, covering the most essential 

information: 

● The influence subject lines have on email marketing performance 

● How subject lines inform consumer perception of brands 

● Best practices for crafting subject lines 

● Errors to avoid in creating your subject lines 

 

Armed with this knowledge, you can begin working on your own subject lines, refining and 

developing them to reflect your brand and to improve the performance of your email 

campaigns. First, let’s look at what impact subject lines have on that performance. 

 

  



 

 
 

Subject Lines Can Make or Break Your Campaign 

It may seem silly to some to put such an emphasis on subject lines; after all, spam emails 

generally have laughable subject lines and clearly, they manage to make the companies 

sending them money. But in this particular example, the model used by spammers relies 

on, essentially, sending out hundreds of thousands of emails to get, at best, hundreds of 

conversions--not exactly a winning formula for any brand that wants a continued 

relationship with consumers. The subject line of any email is the first impression that the 

recipient gets and looking at it in this way makes it self-evident why this is important. 

Additionally, email platforms have incorporated algorithms to scan each email a user 

receives--including the subject line--and accordingly place it in the customer’s inbox or in 

their spam folder. It goes without saying that no brand wants to land in the spam folder, 

where emails are unlikely to ever even be seen, much less opened, much less acted on. 

But it can still be difficult to understand the true significance of subject lines in email 

marketing performance. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data to demonstrate exactly this 

point.  

● On average across reports, some 40% of recipients open emails based on subject 

line alone. 

● 69% of email recipients surveyed across multiple studies admit to reporting email 

as spam based solely on the subject line. 

● Personalized subject lines have an open rate 3-7% higher than those without 

personalization (more on this particular facet later). 

● Subject line variables (length, keywords, personalization, etc.) can raise or lower 

open and conversion rates as much as 10+%. 

● The average consumer spends 3-4 seconds deciding whether to open a given email.  

 

Knowing that subject lines are a huge variable in the performance of an email marketing 

campaign, we can look at how they impact consumer perception of brands more generally. 

After all: it isn’t merely one campaign that is of concern when it comes to email marketing; 

it’s long-term results and brand recognition over time that matters as well.  

 

  



 

 
 

Subject Lines and Your Brand 

Of course, any material connected with your brand--from emails to social media ads, logos 

to radio spots, on through packaging--influences how consumers view your brand. But 

while many experts focus on the impact that subject lines have on individual campaigns, 

and even on campaigns over time, few people consider what subject lines say about a 

brand’s identity and personality in the minds of recipients. Subject lines can give a great 

deal of information to email recipients in regard to value and quality; they can 

communicate personality from a brand in a way that body content simply doesn’t, in a very 

quick window.  

Subject lines also, importantly, convey the level to which a brand is trustworthy. 

Consumers consistently rate trustworthiness as a major factor in their purchasing 

decisions, especially when it comes to making online purchases. On the most obvious level, 

sending emails with subject lines that have typos, or racist/sexist/homophobic/otherwise 

bigoted content communicate a clear breach of ethics for most recipients. But beyond even 

the obvious faux pas, subject lines can communicate important brand identity principles, 

and where there is the ability to communicate there is also the ability to miscommunicate.  

With practices like list segmentation, email subject lines can give your brand the power to 

target multiple subsets within your overall customer pool, using keywords to highlight 

particular features or to increase urgency in demographic-specific ways. Using tools 

already at your disposal, crafting subject lines around specific benefits that your products 

or services provide to specific groups can drive higher conversion rates, as well as 

increased loyalty. 

Properly developed and deployed subject lines, over time, create an image of your brand in 

consumers’ minds, giving them a sense of why they should buy or continue to buy from you 

versus your competitors. By hitting the right tone, and remaining consistent, your brand 

will reap the benefits of increased loyalty and repeat purchases--something that every 

company of any size is interested in attaining.  

Some final points regarding branding in email subject lines: 

● Consumers are more likely to mark emails as spam if the subject line seems 

inconsistent with brand. 

● For recipients who opt to receive fewer emails, subject lines serve as an important 

reminder of who the email comes from. 

● Trusted brands with consistent messaging have higher open rates and higher 

conversions 

●  



 

 
 

 

● Algorithms for several email platforms (including Gmail) have begun penalizing 

marketing sources with inconsistent branding 

○ This includes sender addresses, body content and--of course--subject line 

types and messaging 

Making sure your subject lines reflect properly on your brand is one factor that can make a 

major difference not just in any given campaign or across multiple campaigns, but in your 

overall marketing efforts. Using tactics out of spam sender playbooks, or being 

inconsistent, can jeopardize the success of your messaging across all platforms by 

decreasing consumer trust in your brand and what it has to offer. 

 

  



 

 
 

Crafting Subject Lines: Both Art and Science 

When it comes to developing the perfect subject line for a given campaign, there are few 

hard, fast rules that will guarantee success every time. There are many factors that go into 

the success or failure of a given campaign, and subject line is just one; more to the point, 

something that tests well in a limited sample of recipients may simply not play out the 

same way across an entire spectrum. With that in mind, however, there are some rules and 

guidelines that the data show us work well consistently, regardless of industry.  

Strong subject lines are born out of a combination of science and art, information and 

intuition. What the data cannot tell us, understanding of customer profiles and general 

human behavior can; best practices tend to focus on concrete rules, but there are some 

aspects of crafting subject lines that are entirely subjective, based on brand identity and 

consumer demographics. We will start with the science, and move on to the art. 

 

The Science of Strong Subject Lines 

When it comes to subject lines, a key factor in success is length. Too short a subject line can 

come across as spammy, while too long will lose a recipient’s interest. Of course, there are 

exceptions; some emails simply don’t require much in the way of front-loaded information, 

while others require a (pithy) explanation before diving into the meat of the message. 

However, there are email marketing industry standards that win out consistently--happy 

mediums that provide enough information to gain interest while not overloading a 

cramped space. 

● 50 characters (including spaces) is considered industry best practice 

● 6-10 words in the subject line drives opens at the highest rate 

● Only 8% of recipients opened emails with no subject line at all 

● Placing the most important details in the first 20 characters increases open rates 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

After length, another important factor in subject lines is format. While internet informality 

has its place in branded messages, and overly formal language can be a consumer turnoff--

especially among Millennials--there are some rules to adhere to when it comes to 

formatting your subject lines. 

● Spaces between letters in words come across as spammy, waste valuable character 

space, and result in lower open rates 

 

● Spelling and grammar mistakes are a key factor in spam algorithms keeping an 

email out of inboxes 

● Simple, direct statements drive higher open rates compared to complicated 

constructions 

● Active language (using verbs and present tense for example) increases the 

likelihood of recipients opening your emails 

● Inclusion of numbers--sparingly--also increases open rates as well as click-through 

rates.  

 

In essence, from the perspective of format, as often as possible a good subject line is a 

simple, declarative sentence, communicating the essentials first. Short subject lines, front-

loaded with the basics, drive the most opens for good reason: consumers want to know 

what they’re going to “get” if they open an email. In other words, the guiding ethic for a 

subject line should be to answer the question: “Why should I read this email?”  

 

Beyond these most basic concepts, though, there is a broader concept of how to approach 

subject lines. The best subject lines can be separated out into one of a handful of “types”, all 

of which have their purpose when it comes to encouraging engagement. While not every 

type of subject line is useful for every email, when used properly, the subject line types can 

create an almost foolproof blueprint for encouraging opens. The essential kinds of 

marketing subject line are easy to understand and looking at them more closely gives clear 

indications on what emails may work best with what types of subject line.  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

● Benefit 

○ Benefit subject lines are straightforward in type: they highlight or mention a 

specific benefit of a product or service referenced in the body of the email 

○ Placing a key benefit front and center in the subject line can boost open rates 

up to 5% compared to subject lines that leave it out 

○  

 

○ Benefits should be highlighted respective to the audience; luxury shoppers 

are going to be more interested in quality, while budget-crunchers respond 

more to value/savings 

○ Benefit subject lines typically include adjectives/adverbs to describe the 

product or service  

■ “Fastest,” “easiest,” and “prettiest” are some of the highest-performing 

adjectives in this particular type of subject line (13.59%, 19.38%, and 

32.50% read rates respectively) 

○ Best used for emails that don’t have a specific offer associated with them as 

part of a “tell, don’t sell” technique 

● Clickbait 

○ Clickbait subject lines are those that use exaggerated language to generate 

customer curiosity, not unlike the headlines of certain kinds of website 

○ While risky as a subject line type, clickbait can be useful; the possibility of 

solving a problem, learning a secret, or gaining an unexpected advantage can 

drive opens 

○ Risks often outweigh the rewards on this type, especially when language 

veers into spam-flag territory (too outlandish or exaggerated to be likely, for 

example) 

○ Commonly used keywords/phrases include “shocking,” “need to know,” 

“won’t believe” and similar constructions 

○ Best used by professionals with experience toeing the line between intrigue 

and spam, and for email campaigns with an unusual offer or premise 

● Command 

○ Subject lines with a clear call to action included 

○ Not as risky as Clickbait subject lines, but still tricky--certain commands can 

flag a subject line for spam filters 

○ Examples of keywords include “register” (24.19% open/read rate), “try,” 

(13.71% open rate), “click,” (12.27% open/read rate) and so on 

○ Spam-associated phrases have some overlap in this category, and should be 

avoided (“buy now” for example) 



 

 
 

○ Best used to increase a sense of urgency, in emails that are more sales-

oriented specifically, and those without a clear high-value offer 

 

● Discount 

○ Subject lines communicating a specific percentage or dollar amount off of the 

usual price or value of the product featured 

○ Placing the discount front and center provides a quick sense for the recipient 

as to a clear benefit to buying now as opposed to later 

○ Numbers in subject lines can drive interest much more than vague promises 

○ Examples include “XX% off,” “clearance,” “offer,” “sale,” and so on 

○ Best used when a strong offer is included in the email 

■ A tiny amount or percentage off of purchase is not going to drive 

much interest, compared to highlighting a benefit to the 

product/service 

■ Strong discounts prominently featured in subject lines drive high 

open rates 

● News 

○ Subject lines communicating important information or announcements 

detailed in the email itself 

○ Not as strong as other subject line types but opens can be improved with 

proper keywords. 

○  

● Reason Why 

○ Subject lines that answer a question, generally “why should I open his email” 

○ Fairly straightforward, and successful in drawing in recipients by giving 

them important-yet-intriguing information. 

○ Sample keywords include “here’s how,” “learn…” “find out” 

○ A very strong type of subject line all around, and can be combined with other 

types to create a hybrid subject line 

● Urgency 

○ Subject lines that use specific terms to create a sense of urgency--usually 

based on limited time or supply availability 

○ Highly effective, using consumer Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) to generate 

interest and engagement 

○ Wording is key; certain phrases have been overused, some convey a negative 

feeling that is at odds with generating interest 

○ Overall one of the strongest types of subject line alongside “reason why,” in 

that it works very well to generate intense interest 

 



 

 
 

Advanced Subject Line Science 

Having addressed the basic data-driven aspects of subject line best practices, we can turn 

our attention to some more advanced science in the field. Beyond understanding the basic 

types of subject lines, there are proven techniques and guidelines for creating a strong 

message. With all the data available, there are some things that experienced email 

marketers can point to as driving higher open rates conclusively. 

● Personalization 

○ While names are not as clearly an advantage for subject lines, including 

personalized information like city name or other related details does drive a 

higher open rate: 22% or more higher than non-personalized subject lines. 

 

 

● Relevance 

○ Subject lines with highly relevant information (for example, referencing a 

recent purchase/browsed item, activity, or local/current events) increase 

open rates as well, compared to more generic subject lines. 

● Simplicity 

○ Simple grammar (such as limiting to one punctuation mark within the 

subject line, using straightforward syntax, and so on) has been shown 

repeatedly to improve open rates where more complicated subject lines--

along with complex humor--don’t perform as well. 

● Value-added language 

○ Adding complimentary language (“our beloved members,” “our loyal 

customers,” and so on) drives higher open rates than more generic 

messaging; of course, this can come down to personalization as well--singling 

out subgroups within the list for “special” treatment increases curiosity. 

● Variety 

○ Using a variety of types of subject line, formats, and language--while staying 

within the basic guidelines--increases open rates consistently across 

campaigns, as opposed to in just one campaign. Brands that use the same 

formula every time see a steady decrease in open rates from one campaign to 

the next, controlling for every other variable. 

 

The best practices when it comes to subject lines have strong data to back them up; there is 

a strong scientific basis to choosing certain words over others, as well as to formatting your 

subject lines a particular way (with word limits, character limits, and use of the limited 

space). Email marketers can track the impact that one word in a subject line has over  



 

 
 

 

another; for example “Free” versus “complementary” or “discount” versus “reduction.” But 

not all of the best practices for marketers to follow when it comes to subject lines fall into 

such clear lines--there are judgment calls to make and intuitions to be followed. What can 

work solidly for one brand may spell trouble for another, and it’s worth taking a look at 

these factors as well. 

 

Adding Art to The Craft 

Subject lines aren’t merely about the data-based choices, despite how heavily email 

marketing relies on data to answer the question of what is most likely to work. Art--in the 

form of intuitive decisions about your brand and its interactions with your customers--

plays a key role as well. This is where brands are more likely to slip up and make mistakes; 

underestimating or overestimating the audience can cause problems even with the data-

driven factors accounted for. In this realm of best practices we include factors like: level of 

formality, use of humor, and so on. Many of these factors are dependent on brand identity--

but knowing about them and the best practices within these categories can make a very 

great difference in open rates and engagement.  

Humor 

One of the trickiest tools to wield when it comes to subject lines is humor, but it can reap 

great benefits. A well-crafted joke, a pun, or a turn of phrase can push a subject line over 

the edge from merely good to great. A badly timed joke or poorly executed turn of phrase--

or even a bit of humor that isn’t targeted to the right audience--can doom a subject line that 

has everything else (from the formatting perspective) going for it. Here are a few guidelines 

to incorporating humor into subject lines: 

● Unless your brand is solidly in the adult space, jokes and humor should be kept at 

PG/PG13 level 

● Use humor sparingly; while the occasional joking subject line attracts attention, 

constant puns or jokes wear thin 

● Make sure to research topics very thoroughly before making a current event joke 

● Do not use humor that could potentially be seen as chauvinist, racist, homophobic, 

or otherwise bigoted towards a marginalized group 

 



 

 
 

Formality 

When deciding the level of formality to incorporate into your subject lines, it’s important 

first to consider your brand and audience. Demographic information can inform the likely 

response to attempts at informal language, but your specific audience can give you even 

better indicators. If your brand has a level of formality already associated with its “voice,” it 

is best to stick closely to that guideline. 

● Millennial audiences tend to prefer a less formal tone in marketing communications 

● At any level of formality, the guidelines around grammar/spelling/format still hold 

true 

● Baby Boomers typically prefer a more formal tone 

● When in doubt, stick with a professional tone 

 

Dressing up your subject lines 

Emojis, text-based images, and so on can add a playful tone to a subject line, making it more 

interesting and memorable. But too many extras, or using the extras in the wrong context, 

can damage your campaign. A few basic guidelines can prevent issues here. 

● Keep use of emojis and other frills to a minimum; one or two at most, and not in 

every subject line/campaign 

● For brands employing high formality, such frills are best avoided altogether 

● Make sure any frills you add are context-appropriate (and avoid completely those 

with adult/sexual meanings attached) 

● Make sure that the selected images will render properly across all platforms 

 

Having looked at the art and science of what to do when it comes to crafting subject lines, it 

is important to address what is best avoided; there are many possible pitfalls that can make 

an otherwise good campaign go wrong. While some of these faux pas are fairly easy to 

understand, some others are a little trickier, but all bear paying attention to.  

 

  



 

 
 

What Not to Do 

While most of this report has focused on steps brands should take and incorporate into 

their subject line practices, there are also important tactics and mistakes to avoid, to 

prevent damage to the brand and issues with email deliverability in both the short and long 

term. In the simplest possible terms, the practices to avoid generally revolve around those 

things most likely to raise flags in spam-seeking algorithms, or those most likely to be 

judged spammy by recipients. With that in mind, the first place to focus on is in word 

choice. 

 

Spam keywords 

One of the strongest measures that email platforms use to detect and flag spam emails is 

keyword filtering. Spam emailers tend to all use certain keywords and phrases often, and 

email platforms are very aware of this fact. As a result, there is a constantly-evolving list of 

keywords that are likely to alert Gmail, or Yahoo, or any other email platform that 

something is spam--and shunt the email to the spam folder accordingly. If your email isn’t 

spam, that can of course spell doom for your campaign. Avoiding his pitfall is easy: know 

which words not to use. 

 

Recipient-unfriendly keywords 

While these will not necessarily result in emails being considered spam, certain words and 

phrases will immediately turn recipients off to your message, and result in your email 

being deleted unread, or potentially even flagged as spam. These are, of course, as much to 

be avoided as the first category. 

● “Please read” 

○ Pleading for the read comes across as needy, and nobody wants to literally be 

begged for their attention. 

● “FWD” “RE:”  

○ This looks suspicious and manipulative, and can cause recipients to mark 

emails as spam 

● “Help” 

○ Generally, comes across as asking for something; while a possibility for non-

profit organizations and charities, it works badly for every other industry 



 

 
 

● While not a keyword or phrase per se, impossible promises or utterly outlandish 

claims should also be avoided 

○ As with “FWD” and “RE:” this comes across as suspicious and untrustworthy, 

and can result in spam-flagging from recipients 

 

While no report can fully delve into every eventuality, it’s clear that for the most part, 

following the guidelines backed by data and history can prevent a great deal of trouble 

when it comes to crafting subject lines that deliver the highest engagement. Avoiding the 

most obvious pitfalls covers still more ground; there is a great deal of overlap between the 

two, as well. 

 

Final thoughts 

Subject lines are a major factor in the success or failure of an email marketing campaign. 

Knowing the best practices for composing your brand’s subject lines will make a difference 

not only in the performance of individual campaigns but also in your brand’s ongoing email 

marketing efforts, bolstering your reputation and maintaining consumer trust and 

confidence in your brand. While no methodology is foolproof, following the guidelines for 

avoiding spam filters and knowing what drives interest and customer engagement will take 

your marketing efforts to the next level and increase the ROI on your email marketing 

budget.  

 

Additional Sources: 

https://www.iabuk.com/sites/default/files/white-paper-docs/RP-Subject-Line-Report-

FINAL.pdf 

https://www.addthis.com/academy/best-practices-for-email-subject-lines-2018/ 

https://www.invespcro.com/blog/email-subject-lines-statistics-and-trends/ 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/improve-your-email-subject-line 
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